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A new general relativistic fluid formulation has been obtained for
intense relativistic electron beams (IREB) with arbitrarily high relativistic
mass factor y. This theory is valid for confined IREB equilibria such as
those found inside high energy accelerators as well as in the pinched and ion-
focused regimes of beam propagation in plasma channels- The new relativistic
fluid formulation is based on the covariant relativistic fluid formulation of
Newcomb with the parameter A = 1 , in order to allow for realistic confined
equilibria. The resulting equilibrium constraints require that the beam has a
slow rotational velocity around its direction of propagation and that the off-
diagonal thermal stress element, associated with these two directions of
motion, be nonzero. The effective betatron oscillation frequency of the fluid
element? of the beam is modified by the radial gradient and anisotropies in
the thermal stress elements of the beam fluid. The wave equation, for sau-
sage, hose and filamentation excitations on the relativistic fluid beam, is
found to be formally identical to that obtained from the Vlasov equation
approach, hence phase-mixing damping is a generic and self-consistent corre-
late of the new relativistic fluid formulation.

Recent attempts1"3 to obtain a relativistic fluid formulation suitable
for confined IREB have had limited success.3 In particular the systematic
covariant formulation introduced by Newcomb^ was found not to apply2'3 to IREB
for interesting values of Yi because the parameter A = 1 + 3p/2nm c^, ex-
ceeded the constraint 1 j^ A « 2 for very modest values of beam y. If,
however, we examine in detail the covariant relativistic fluid formulation of
Newcomb we notice that the parameter A was introduced arbitrarily in the
transformation that relates phase space momentum u^ to fluid momentum w y and
thermal momentum c^, u^ = Awy + r,v- The ultimate impact of the presence of A
in the momentum transformation was to allow for the existence of simple,
uniform planar, infinite equilibria as in the examples given in Refs. 2 and
3. In orJer, however, to obtain a formulation suitable for confined IREB
equilibria it has been found necessary to allow A to assume its natural limit,
A => 1, in the equation for the momentum transformation. This initial natural
choice of A requires the satisfaction of the following relativistic constraint
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The four-velocity normalization constraint requires that

V = 0 (2)

where guv is the covariant metric tensor, n is the proper density, and Q
vv are

the thermal stress elements. The constraints of Eqs. 1 and 2 can be satisfied
by a relativistic beam equilibrium only when the beam rotates with a positive
velocity Vg and has a finite thermal stress component Qzg« Equations 1 and 2
reduce to the relativistic constraint
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The fluid equations in physical vector and diadic form reduce to

DtN - - N(V.V) (5)

NDtP - Nq(E + V x B) - V»II (6)

Dtr - (q/mQc2) E.V - (l/mQN) V»[N(P - morV)] (7)

where %

P - moYV + */(Nc2) \ * • (9)

n - 0 - V«c"2 (10)

4 - V » 0 ; » P - V « » (11)

r - Y + V/(Nmoc
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Equations 5-12 are identical to those of Newcomb2 with X • 1.

The equilibrium state of a beam of infinite axial extend in a plasma
channel is specified by

5 ' *r?r°rr
where B is the self magnetic field induced by the beam and channel currents.
The radial component of the momentum equation yields the constraint
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where V « ru>b, UJ » u> QV^/r, u)cQ - qBg/m y, u - qB /moY- Two additional
constraints on the equiirbrium state are obtuiaea from the equation of state,
Eq. 8 and a fourth equilibrium constraint from Eq. 3. Equation 16 shows that
the rotation frequency a^ of the beam is simply related to the betatron oscil-
lation frequency minus correction terms dt.2 to the longitudinal self magnetic
field, the radial pressure gradient and the anisotropy in the thermal stress
elements.
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Next we shall derive the wave equation for hose perturbations {-i(uit -
kz - 0)} on the beam. Utilizing the approximations of Refs. 4-6 and MKS
units, the wave equation reduces to
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where 6A2 is the perturbed vector potential, 6JZ is the perturbed longitudinal
beam current, and a is the plasma channel conductivity. Following the proce-
dure of .Ref. 4, the perturbed current density is

6JZ = qVz6N (18)

Following Ref. 5

6N = - 5r3rN (19)

The equation of motion for the displacement £r of a fluid element is given by

DtCr = 6Vr ; -ii!5r - 5Vr (20)

where Si =•= ID - kz - (D^. Next the perturbation velocity 6Vr for the fluid
element is obtained from Eq. 6 and is found to be, to lowest order in thermal
effects,

6V - :X ° - 4 6B. ' (21)r r ~2 2 \ m Y 6
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Approximating <5BQ by -6A_/r and substituting Eqs.
wave equation is obtained"

18-21 into Ea. 17 the final
equation
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Apart from notational differences, Eq. 22 is identical to Eq. 45 of Ref. 6 for
the case of zero externally applied axial magnetic field. It has been well
documented in Ref. 6 that their Eq. 45 gives rise to phasu-mixing damping for
the case of bell-shaped radial profiles for the beam current density J (r>.
It follows therefore that oar Eq. 22 will also give rise to phase-mixing
damping for these beam current density profiles. It must be pointed out,
however, that the actual dispersion relations and phase-mixing damping will
not be identical in the two cases, as discussed by Weinberg in Ref. 4 for the
case of polarized beams. These and other issues are the subject of ongoing
investigations on rel&tivistic fluid beam dynamics.
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